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Abstract. Multimodal fusion andmultimodal fission are well known con-
cepts for multimodal systems but have not been well integrated in cur-
rent architectures to support collaboration of blind and sighted people. In
this paper we describe our initial thoughts of multimodal dialog modeling
in multiuser dialog settings employing multiple modalities based on W3C
standards like the Multimodal Architecture and Interfaces.

1 Introduction

Research in the domain of communication with disabled, especially blind per-
sons usually implies the use of multiple modalities to enable or ease access to
information. These range from audio feedback [14] over tactile feedback [2] to
tangible objects [6]. While most of the research focuses on how a certain piece
of information can be delivered to the blind, there is hardly any research on
architectures that ease the development of such multimodal interfaces. With the
advent of the W3C Multimodal Architecture and Interfaces recommendation1 a
first promising candidate to standardize multimodal systems is available. A first
analysis of the nuts and bolts is provided by [12]. However, the actual approach
on how input coming from multiple sources is fused into a coherent meaning
(multimodal fusion [5]) as well as state-of-the-art concepts on how to deliver
information using more than a single available modality (multimodal fission [5])
is vaguely specified in the respective standards.

In this paper, we introduce our first thoughts on how to translate communi-
cation elements, inaccessible to blind persons onto accessible modalities. We aim
at a scenario in a current project to improve the participation of blind people in
a brain-storming process with sighted people. Here, a mind map2 is used on a
touch table. Usually, these scenarios feature high dynamics in the communica-
tion, including speaker changes, nonverbal communication elements like deictic
gestures as well as frequent changes of the artifacts. In [9] we focused on the ar-
tifact level while in this publication we describe on how the architecture can be
extended to include communication of nonverbal communication elements with
multimodal fusion and multimodal fission.

The architecture proposed by the W3C decomposes a multimodal applica-
tion into a nested structure of interaction managers (IM) for dialog control and

1 http://www.w3.org/TR/mmi-arch/
2 http://come.sourceforge.net
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modality components (MC) for in- and output. An application is conceived as
a set of control documents expressed e.g. in SCXML 3 for the interaction man-
agers and a set of presentation documents with modality-specific markup for the
modality components.

2 Related Work

MICOLE [8] introduces an architecture based on agents to “support the com-
puter use and communication of disabled people” [8]. Input and output devices
implement an agent that communicates with the application via a bus. Sender
agents function as a driver to the application to hide the message exchange.
Hence, the main advantage of MICOLE is the ability to provide abstractions to
input and output modalities. It does, however, not offer any support for fusing
input or fission of output.

Doulens et al. present in [4] an agent based system to enable understanding
of “what is happening in the environment in a situational context” [4]. The
architecture is applied to an assistant robot that helps blind or disabled people
to cross a road in a virtual reality environment. Inputs are provided via SOAP
services and forwarded to fusion agents. Meaning is inferred with the help of
ontologies in semantic agents (which can be nested). On the output side fission
agents are used to control the actual hardware actuators. While this provides
a flexible architecture it does not make use of standards (SOAP being the only
exception). The emphasis of this approach is also on multimodal fusion while
multimodal fission is not explored in detail.

3 Dialog Management for Multiple Users and Modalities

In this section the components for building a multimodal and multiuser dialog
management are presented.

3 http://www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-scxml-20120216/

http://www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-scxml-20120216/
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The W3C suggests the use of SCXML as the dialog manager which has been
proven to be suitable to decouple the control flow and presentation layer in dialog
management [15]. It hasbeenused in several applications to express dialog states [3]
or to easily incorporate external information [13]. However, multimodal fusion to
combine the input from multiple input modalities and multimodal fission to use
multiple modalities to deliver information has not been discussed in -depth so far.

3.1 Multimodal Fusion

In multimodal systems users are able to express their dialog move by more
than a single modality. Multimodal fusion combines the input coming from the
various modalities into a single semantic interpretation that expresses the user’s
interaction intent [1]. The MCs send their input as EMMA 4 events to the upper
IM for further refinement. The fusion engine needs an application independent
representation of the current context to infer meaning [4]. Here, we suggest that
the MCfus can query IMISU for information that is present in the datamodel
but also for the state of the different MCs. The latter can be achieved by a
registry of available services that is maintained by the IMISU . Such a service
allows for a direct connection to an MC e.g. to query for information. Hence, it
works as an overlay to the actual structure of IMs and MCs. The use of Prolog
as a scripting language also allows for reasoning capabilities in the multimodal
fusion. Finally, the MCfus sends the results of the multimodal fusion to the
topmost IMISU .

For our demo scenario, deictic gestures are captured with the Leap Motion
which may be augmented by some spoken comment. For instance, users may
point at a certain location stating e.g. ”Maybe, we should move that to here.”.
Here, the meaning of that and here is fused with the semantic interpretation of
the spoken utterance move into a coherent meaning which we send as an EMMA
event to the IMISU dialog manager.

3.2 The Root Interaction Manager

The individual EMMA events received from the MCfus already represent the
user’s application specific interaction intent and will update the information
state. Depending on the change, this topmost interaction manager will reason
about the next steps to take and will communicate the new (derived) information
to MCfis. Thereby, it must consider the personal attributes of the participants
containing information about output settings like blind user, available and pre-
ferred modalities.

3.3 Multimodal Fission

Multimodal systems allow for the combined or alternative use of different input
modalities and to select output modalities most appropriate for a given context.
Besides the advantages named by Oviatt and Cohen[7], namely that the system

4 http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-emma-20090210/
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gains robustness and is less prone to errors, an appropriate selection and combi-
nation of output modalities has the potential to ease or enable communication,
e.g. when communicating with disabled people. One approach for fusion was intro-
duced asWWHT by Rousseau et al. [10]. (i) What is the information to process,
(ii) Which modalities should we use to present this information, (iii) How to
present the information using these modalities and (iv) and Then, how to handle
the evolution of the resulting presentation [11]. These questions also shape the
processing stages during fission.

In the What stage, a message is decomposed into elementary information
units, e.g. (i) the fact that a new node was added, (ii) the name of the new
node and (iii) the parent node. There may be other information units as well
like location of the new node, but we restrict it to these three for traceability.
This data is sent from the topmost interaction manager IMISU to the MCfis.

TheWhich stage allows for the selection of appropriatemodalities based on rules
and the affordances of the individual modalities. Employing Prolog as part of the
interaction managers also allows us to include reasoning capabilities and global
knowledge in this step. E.g. to deduce that a change in context justifies to reestab-
lish an explicit reference by playing an auditory path to a node on the mind map.

In the how stage, we actually rendering the output. This is done by the specific
MCs.

As it comes to multiuser support, we are using multiple instances of the fission
engine: One per user.

4 Conclusion

This paper describes our approach to model multiuser, multimodal applications
using recently finalized W3C recommendations to communicate nonverbal com-
munication elements. We exemplify the approach by employing it to a brain-
storming session with blind and sighted participants. This scenario shows the
potential of using fusion and fission in a multimodal environment.

Another aspect is that the integration of fusion and fission engines in the
W3C MMI architecture needs some further refinement. An integration as in
comparable state-of-the-art architectures violate the tree structure as suggested
in the specification for arranging modality components [12]. A main reason is the
enforced split of modality components into modality components that are either
responsible to contribute to the multimodal fusion or those that will be triggered
by the multimodal fission. In the W3C MMI architecture modality components
can play both roles at the same time.

The extension of SCXML via Prolog enables SCXML documents to include
reasoning capabilities in the dialog manager as well as in the fusion and fission.
In a next step, we will continue the implementation and evaluate the approach
with a larger group of sighted and blind people.
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